
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx2nFB2eBLY

TAVISTOCK INSTITUDE
Tavistock Clinic, Council on Foreign Relations, and Inst for Social Research all began in 1921
Tavistock Clinic was a product of the wartime studies of “shell shock”
studied interpersonal social dynamics, psychological operations, social breakdown, and more.
Stanford prison experiments are a famous example of sociological/psychological
experimentation.
Rockefeller grant became Tavistock Institute

Social engineers at Tavistock invented and Pioneered:
Corporate Team leaders
Employee of the month and other tricks and techniques to get people to perform better in a
corporate setting
Concensus reality / Groupthink
Man’s attitude to be altered into a guilt complex - using too many resources, taking up too much
space,  etc. If you go against the group you’re bad.
Zero Growth (carbon emissions, population)
Austerity
Changing a production based economy to a service based economy
Nanny state, infantalism, arrested development
Alienated youth. pop culture trends.
Memes
TV presentation of wars
“The theater of brutality“ aka the brutalization of the public

Promoted TV and the idea of mass culture itself
Promoted Feminism, New Age Movement, Scientism, Transgenderism,
(Many of these overlap with with work of RAND Corp)
Ultimately Tavistock is a tool of the globalist power block. We are their ignorant victims of
psychological warfare.

Both of these books postulate that the inception of the Tavistock Institute was to foment wars,
and to create the mass opinion necessary for the wars to even happen.
The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations: Shaping the Moral, Spiritual, Cultural, Political, and
Economic Decline of the United States of America by John Coleman (2006)
Tavistock Institute: Social Engineering the Masses by Daniel Estulin (2015)

Eric Trist and Fred Emery, prominent psychologists in the Tavistock Inst. write about their
development of psychological conditioning.
Tavistock papers outline the three phases of response to psychological warfare:
1) Superficiality: a group reacts to a threat by adopting shallow advertising and slogans which
they attempt to pass off as ideals because the cause of the crisis isnt identified. This stage lasts
as long as the controller wants.



2) Fragmentation: social cohesion falls apart, people break up into small groups forming
different attitudes and beliefs all steered by the media. Civil unrest, protest, and verbal fights
escalate as the people still have failed to identify the cause of the crisis.
3) Dissociation. Last phase of the psyop where people have been so traumatized they block it
out or lose interest and all hope for humanity. This dissociation and apathy leads to our rights
being easily stripped away, enabling the Communist technocratic state to slowly form.

^^Another way of looking at the Problem-Reaction-Solution paradigm.
One place these ideas were studied was the Science Policy Research Inst Sussex facility - In
the study of future shock they learned that overflow of information destabilizes people, and they
dont have a way to see what’s right.

Promoted music festivals. Use festivals as initiations into new age or radical ideas.
Promotion of wicca/witchcraft in the mainstream.
Satanism, money in the mainstream.

Local news stations are basically factory produced. Scientifically created, down to how the
newscaster wears his tie. The same globalist messages are being promoted at all local news
outlets.

Emotional appeal is a fallacy, but highly effective at swaying opinion and belief.
Emotional appeal can bypass reasoning and suspend critical thinking.
“throwing the babies out of the incubator” Bush’s PR firm got that woman to stage all that.
Jerry Bruckheimer helped Rumsfeld come up with promotion of women in the military. Woman
hero Jessica Lynch story was fabricated.

MK Ultra
Government experimental mind control science programs
Studied electroshock, LSD, chemical concussions, trauma research
Dept of Defense official memorandum admitted some of these experiments were not justifiable
by medical grounds.
Rockefellers co-created and funded MK Ultra, the CFR, and the UN
Timothy Leary
Dolphin research center with John C Lilly was cover for MKUltra
Kurt Lewin - one of the founders of MK Ultra.
Gregory Bateson MK Ultra doctor
Jose Delgado, Ewan Cameron, MK Ultra doctors whose works on the program are published .
Human Ecology Fund was a cover for some of the MKUltra projects and other mind control
studies
Fulbright scholarship was given to people who were in MKUltra
Tavistock is the UK version of MKUltra
Sigmund Freud, Edward Bernays (Nephew of Freud)



Wierd Scenes Inside the Canyon by Dave McGowan details gov involvment with culture creation
at Laurel Canyon, famous intersection of intelligence and 60s music scene.
Operation Mind Control by Walter Bowart
The CIA Doctors by DR Colin Ross

Maurice Brown - New Age movement in Canada, Club of Rome.
How to infiltrate unions.

RAND Corp created the America of the 20th Century
Engineers at RAND also worked with DARPA: Jan van Neumann
Marilyn Ferguson - Aquarian Conspiracy
Mathematics, MIT connection

FRANKFURT SCHOOL
Frankfurt School - later incarnation of Marxism, primarily focused on culture
Dialectic of Enlightenment by Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno
Critical theory Marxists, differs from Stalinist Eastern Bloc Marxists
Horkeimer, Madorno,
Herbert Marcuse was the brains behind student movements in the 60s
Hippie movement, New age were not invented but utilized by the Frankfurt School to condition
young minds toward communist and acceptance mentality.
Shaped student movements and social justice warriors

The OSS brought the people from Frankfurt School over from the OSS to teach them how to
“fight nazis” but in reality the US was learning psychological operations tactics.
According to wikipedia, the CIA, the DOD, and the Tavistock Institute were all founded within 3
days of each other in September 1947.
Timothy Leary said “If you want to thank anyone for the counterculture movement you can thank
the CIA”

Frankfurt School teaches people how to bring down the western civilization
pushing the patriarchy narrative - your father is a fascist
promoting degenerate sex
destroying the nuclear family
The OSS was created in tandem with the Rockefellers and British Intelligence to move America
into being another form of the British Empire. Its the same people that run the PAX Americana
which emerged out of the two world wars.
The OSS is a private intel network for the globalists.
Carl Jung  worked with the OSS

Erich Fromm and Adorno

bill donovon the so called “founder” of the OSS would go and train Mao’s army.



Mao was working for the interests of skull and bones to destroy the existing Chinese culture and
replace it with a Maoist model which they knew would be more easily integrated into the
globalist model. Yale.
Klaus Schwab, Kissinger, and others in the CFR have said China is the model of the global
world order.
Technocratic control grid is the ultimate goal.
First bank in communist China was Chase Manhattan (JP Morgan). David Rockefeller openly
supported Mao.
The cold war is a dialectical conflict. In the long term there is a bigger game being played which
is to integrate all the countries into a global technocratic order.

The TV medium and message itself is a form of psychological warfare.
Monkey lab studies.
Microwave experiments.
ELF wave experiments studied frequencies which caused submission in humans.
Project X is a stupid movie about microwave experiments on monkeys.

Same Rockefeller funded MK Ultra scientists also started doing biofeedback studies, which then
became the Cybernetics lab at MIT. Norbert Wiener, father of cybernetics, taught mathematics.
MIT was a big hub - Intelligence agents and MK project alum became professors in MIT’s
Cybernetics Laboratory and the Group Networks Laboratory.
These connections are outlined in the long documentary Minds of Men.
Gregory Bateson, CIA MK Ultra Doctor ex husband of Margaret Mead (anhropologist also
connected to Tavistock)
Dr Jolien West, CIA/MKUltra Doctor.

Scientism
Dumbing down the language.
HG Wells said the ultimate revoltion is the elimination of all languages in favor of some basic
form of English with a very small number of words.
The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America, by Charlotte Thomson Iserbyt
Messianic Character of American Education by RJ Rushdoony shows that education is not
education, it’s socialization.

Psyops in Social media. Facebook, NSA, Tavistock
After MK Ultra was “investigated” by the government and subsequently shut down, new
programs immediately formed such as MK Search, MKDelta, MK Naomi - all under the guise of
biological warfare. “biometrics,” “biomechanics” and transhumanism fall under this BW umbrella.
Fort Dietrich became a major place for all that.
John Van Neumann - major player in MK Ultra, DARPA, and RAND.
doing a lot of experimentation in Australia and Papua New Guinea studying diseases.
MK programs studied Cybernetics and transhumanism (a term coined by Julian Huxley, an elite
social engineer).
One of the Huxley brothers worked at an Australian MK Ultra sub project



Julian Huxley worked for UNESCO, United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization, the propaganda arm of the UN. Their goal is to shape culture globally. Destroy
people groups and nation states. Julian Huxley coined the terms transhumanism and ethnic
group. Was the president of the British Eugenics Society. Depopulationist. Wrote openly of this
in his work UNESCO: Its purpose and philosophy. UNESCO today helps shape the UN
Sustainable Development Goals aka Agenda 2030.
Julian Huxley wrote Evolution: The Modern Synthesis to culturally establish the paradigm of
biological evolution. Julian and Aldous’s grandfather Thomas Henry Huxley worked alongside
Charles Darwin and promoted his theories.

forScientific High Priest Bertrand Russell Exposed: The Scientific Outlook (Half) - Jay Dyer
more insight into the creation of Scientism

“so who’s running the show?”
dont get caught up in the corporations and agencies and systems. theyre all working for the
same people. compartmentalization allows controllers to stay completely isolated, unseen, and
very powerful.

Bankers fund the Military Industrial Complex, CIA, RAND, NGOs, CFR, Bilderberg, media, and
academia, all nodes within the complex of culture creation for the benefit of globalist overlords.

World Economic Forum and “smart cities.”
Why was Melbourne the first smart city? Australia is still part of the British Empire.
Steve McMurray writes on CIA operations in Australia.
Joachim Hagobian writes on human trafficking, which thrives in Australia

Conclusion
Culture is created and most culture is steered to a desired end on the part of the power elite.
Edward Bernays said in the opening of his book Propaganda that you are all captive to a secret
elite who control your desires and your thoughts through psychological warfare tactics.

We’ve seen a tremendous amount of psychological warfare in the past two years. Things are
controlled and steered. Not totally, but to a very large degree. Recognizing that is of first and
foremost importance.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPWkPEb8rPc

